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So Close
Shawn Hook

  I figured this out myself. The rest of the song has the same chords, so just
repeat 
them. I noticed there are no chords available on the internet, hope this helps.
Standard tuning.
Shawn s Website:  http://shawnhook.com

    Csus2             G5      Bm#5             Csus2         G5
I m walkin  to the sound, the blood that moves around inside me.
    Csus2             G5      Bm#5            Csus2          G5
The beat drops in my heart, below my feet the stars can lift me.

PRE CHORUS:

     Csus2          G5    D           Bm#5               Csus2           G5     
   D
The lanes are all clear, I ve always dreamed that I d be here, But this seems
too weird.

CHORUS:

     Csus2       G5        D    Bm#5  Csus2 Bm#5       D           (G5,
Dadd4/F#)
So close I can taste it, I ve waited all      my life (for this)
      Csus2          G5      D    Bm#5       Csus2   Bm#5       D
And I don t wanna waste it, I ve chased this all       my life (I m so close)

This town will test your fate,
Will put you in your place and leave you.
Where everyone s a name
And everything s a game of who s who.

PRE CHORUS 2:

The cards are in play.
I m sitting on a hand
That no one can take away.

CHORUS:

So close I can taste it,
I ve waited all my life (for this)
And I don t wanna waste it,
I ve chased this all my life (I m so close)

Csus2   G5     Csus2    G5               Csus2   G5          D
So      close, so       close, I ve been so       close all my life.



Csus2           G5              D             Bm#5       D   Csus2   G5
I been needin , I believe that, I ll find a way somehow, all my      life.

The lanes are all clear
I ve always dreamed that I d be...

So close I can taste it,
I ve waited all my life (for this)
And I don t wanna waste it,
I ve chased this all my life (I m so close)

All the ways I ve been shut out
Yeah, I ve been lost and found,
The tears and the breakdowns
Have made me stronger now

I been needin , I believe that
I ll find a way somehow, all my life.


